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Heavy Metal, Moral Panic, and Residing Stigma
Frank Knott IV
Longwood University; Anthropology Major

Abstract
Since it’s origins of the 1970’s up to the
present, the musical themes of Heavy
Metal along with the associated
subcultures have been the prey of various
moral ideologies, particularly of a
conservative matter. Moral panics have
ensued in the past over various qualities
of the genre, and there is still residual
stigma to be found today, much of which
is based upon misperceptions of cause –
and – effect.

Objectives
❖To comprehend the separate
realms of misperception and
intended perception
❖To outline the tendency of how
moral panics evolve into public
discourse
❖To understand how these fears
constitute as perceptual fallacies
❖To formulate a solution on how to
approach a misperceived audience
with correct data
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Methodology

Conclusions

The predominant methodology involved subject focused research upon pre – existing data. Extensive
inquiry upon the history and psychology of moral panics as well as how an audience chooses to
interpret relevant media was the primary approach, as opposed to the application of any method
utilizing raw numerical data. Effort was taken to apply the psychology of fear and public discourse into
growing a concern into nationwide panic.

The lack of any visible panic or controversy over
any contemporary audible art is the result of the
domestication of once perceived moral threats,
the diversification of interests, and the proper
outlets of those interests to evolve. Between the
two essential panics we find an outlying crisis
over class and gender, both involving
misrepresentation. Portions of the residing
stigma are resultant from the residual perception
of mainstream outlets.

Results
❑ Inclusivity of seventies radio evolution into the vastly diversified and conservative form it
became in the Eighties and resides in the present. Observation within contemporary radio
preying upon nostalgia of associations such as parents further inducing a conservative
ideology.
❑ The threat of Suicide prevails in attention over danger of the occult. Suicide and Metal then
linked by neoconservatist ideology.
❑ Psychiatric literature of the time and of present acts indifferent towards the subgenres and
mass media, with concern for economic, cultural, and social contexts of Suicide and
depression. The self – help literature, however, had a noted tendency to blur cause with
effect.
❑ Still within the demoralization of the various subcultures are the boundaries erected from
within, which may be perceived by both sides as social resistance.
❑ RATHER then being manipulated by media, the audience will expend energy into modifying the
media themselves into their own product.

❑ It is people which create controversy, rather than exclusive ideas Controversies
must have a definitive public element, often evolving from an individually relative
concern into the public dimension by means of various outlets of outcry The
controversies are typically if not always discursive – symbolic Controversies are
subjective in terms of it is the perception of an existing condition which provides the
frame for claims – producing as opposed to factual data Perception may be in
response to a trigger instance.

❑ Genre or cultural dislocation serves as the means for when the controversy may
arise, further induced by the trigger instance (from music scene to crime scene).
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❑ The adults who were now children of the first – generation of Metal reside as
authority figures and economic figures.
❑ The diversification of the genre as well as the diversification of publicity outlets have
inevitably altered the processions of controversy
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